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icrete, the razor wire, bullet proof glass, or 
assassins watching from gun towers. Incarceration Is not just the Isolation, the monotony, 
loneliness, or the assiduous misery. Incarceration Is not just the anxiety, the Idleness, 
apathy, or *V. pent up frustrations characteristic of these dismal crypts. Neither* ?3 It Just 
having to always chase after something, having to hide something, or having to hold my ground 
against something, or someone. It Is knowing how very different my Ilf , ** '•
hundreds of thousands of others, could have been.::'A real live night

It Is the unimaginable reality that !, or anyone for that matter, could be extracted and 
, the routines, familiar, normal, and regul

Ufa. Such as work, social Improvements, romance, and lineage. It Is th f fuf, the pointed, 
abusive, oppressive, and viol nt manner In which correctional policies, programs and procedures 
assault Individuality and Independence. An asphyxiation of sorts.

It Is the systematic application of the principles of behavior modification. Techniques 
that can Include both rewards (positive reinforcement) and punishment (negative reinforcement).

■ r, the emphasis Is on punishment and m!nr Iz ds. WhI
deprivations one ordinarily expects not to have to sustain. It Is the similarity between the 
correct Iona I facility and Frankenstein, Whose diseased ego created a huge, pathologically 
strong, d - me. ?-eo, ugly creature (symbolic to what Is being done to offenders). Which was 
functionally censored by making him underlnte!tlgent. Erecting Institutions flexible nough to 
keep the creature working, but rigid enough to forestall any growth of his mental faculties. 
And like Frankenstein's creature, I am suppose to live through the correctional facility; be

!t Is it social distance no' only from family, frfunds and future relations bu , th? 
social distance from the people who administrate and staff correctional facilities, people f am 
I : clcs .• physical proximity to everyday. It Is the Idea that anything other than giving 
commands to offenders poses a danger because we will appear human. It Is I he people who 
staff these places have no reason to maintain standards of humane treatment. No reason to 
refrain from doing what no one should do to anyone. It Is the contradiction between what 
correctional administrators and staff does, and what official websites and paid spokes people 

V ttey <*>. It Is that even when I am right, l am told I am wrong. A schizophrenia of sorts.
It 1* the systematic process of reinforcing the unconditional feet of my ex!stance; I hav



no control over* the regulation and orientation of my own being. It 1$ the misleading name given 
to this condition I.e., learned helplessness. A derivative of psychologist B,F. Skinner’s 
operant conditioning common Iy called, learn Iques. I
question administrator’s and staff's power to control me. It Is a brainwashing of sorts.

It Is th:.' talent was ring. It Is the aspirations that lay In ruins. It Is the dreams 
deferred. It Is tomorrow and never today. Except the ordeil of Incarceration means tomorrow 

tes, Vhat people on the outside experience as tomorrow. Incarcerated persons experience 
as "Ground Hog Day,” That Is, each day Is like the day before It, and the day before It, until 
days and weeks and months cod years bl nd together like mush. A twilight zone of sorts.

literally! , ! (unities,
thought processes that the ordeal of Incarceration, physical detainment. Is also the ordeal of 
a calculated emotional and psychological devastation. It Is the Insanity of It all. You know, 
being sane In an Insane plac-t .
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